We have recently entered an exciting new era of molecular oncology, with powerful high-throughput molecular profiling tools coupled with sophisticated bioinformatics pipelines enabling a detailed molecular characterisation of breast cancer. Repeatedly observed findings from studies applying these techniques suggest extensive genetic diversity of this common disease, with relatively few cancer-related genes showing recurrent mutations at high frequency ([@bib4]; [@bib13]; [@bib19]; [@bib25]; [@bib27]). At the same time, extensive preclinical research has led to the development of molecularly targeted anticancer agents that hold the promise for dramatically improving the clinical outcome of breast cancer patients. These agents undergo initial clinical assessment mostly in the metastatic setting ([@bib23]; [@bib29]). Accumulating scientific evidence indicates that such agents will be effective in breast cancer patients carrying the targeted molecular aberrations. Indeed, at the preclinical level detailed genetic characterisation of extensive collections of human cancer cell lines coupled with their pharmacological profiles identifies genetic predictors of response ([@bib5]; [@bib15]). Furthermore, emerging evidence from clinical trials assessing targeted agents provides increasing proof that the genetic landscape of any given tumour will dictate its sensitivity or resistance profile to these anticancer agents ([@bib28]).

A rapidly growing body of evidence suggests that both inter- and intra-tumour genetic heterogeneity of breast cancer can be a severe impediment to the successful clinical development of innovative anticancer treatments. Breast cancer is increasingly fragmented into smaller molecular subpopulations and a successful coupling of patients with the corresponding targeted treatment based on the genotype of their disease will be essential. Recent evidence supports the concept that breast cancer behaves as an evolving entity following the principles of clonal evolution, with metastases acquiring new molecular aberrations as compared to their matched primary tumours ([@bib10]; [@bib22]). This molecular evolution can be exacerbated by the selective pressures imposed by treatment during the life cycle of the disease, thus altering its sensitivity and resistance profile to anticancer treatments ([@bib11]).

The importance of molecular re-characterisation of metastatic breast cancer has been prospectively assessed ([@bib9]) and it has been recently acknowledged in the clinical recommendations of major cancer societies. The European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) clinical practice guidelines for metastatic breast cancer suggest that histopathological confirmation should be pursued especially in the case of an isolated metastatic lesion ([@bib7]). Additionally, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines suggest that biopsy should be performed for oestrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PgR) and human epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2) assessment in a recurrent lesion, if the status of these markers in the primary tumour was either negative or unknown (NCCN Guidelines for Treatment of Breast Cancer: <http://www.nccn.org/professionals/physician_gls/pdf/breast.pdf>).

Despite this ever-growing recognition of the clinical significance of the molecular characterisation of metastatic lesions in breast cancer ([@bib24]; [@bib10]; [@bib22]), most of the molecular profiling studies reported so far have assessed primary breast cancer tumours, thus failing to inform us about the molecular evolution and the landscape of molecular changes underpinning metastatic disease ([@bib4]; [@bib8]; [@bib13]; [@bib19]; [@bib25]; [@bib27]). However, cancer cells are able to molecularly evolve, adapting to selective pressures posed by treatment, as has been shown both in the preclinical and clinical setting ([@bib11]; [@bib3]). This ability to adapt results in longitudinal tumour heterogeneity, with cancer behaving like an evolving ecosystem. In terms of the firmly established triplet of biomarkers used in the clinical management of breast cancer patients, namely ER/PgR/HER2, multiple lines of evidence indicate relevant rates of discordance between primary tumour and subsequent metastatic disease ([@bib6]; [@bib20]; [@bib1]; [@bib21]). In terms of more recently recognised genomic aberrations observed in breast cancer, even for the most common ones such as *PIK3CA* mutations, only a few studies have interrogated their prevalence in metastatic disease in comparison to what is observed in primary tumours ([@bib12]; [@bib16]; [@bib18]; [@bib14]). In order to address these important clinical gaps, the Breast International Group (BIG), a non-profit organisation for academic research groups from around the world, is launching a very ambitious programme called AURORA *--* Aiming to Understand the Molecular Aberrations in Metastatic Breast Cancer. This is a large longitudinal cohort study with downstream biologically driven clinical trials focusing on patients with metastatic breast cancer, which will be conducted using the extensive collaborative network of BIG.

Study design -- objectives
==========================

AURORA is a multinational, collaborative metastatic breast cancer molecular profiling programme. Initially, 1300 patients with metastatic breast cancer, either newly diagnosed with metastatic burden or treated with no more than one line of systemic treatment in the metastatic setting, will participate through a large number of leading European hospitals ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Currently, countries anticipated to participate in the AURORA molecular screening programme are: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Italy, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. At a later time, the programme may be extended to enrol patients from other parts of the world.

Patients who consent to enter AURORA will provide the following biological material: Tissue from at least one metastatic lesion (if possible two or more core biopsies), either collected prospectively or from archived samples up to 6 months old (formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) and frozen tissue)Archived FFPE tissue from the primary tumourWhole blood samplesPlasma samplesSerum samples

The tumour tissues provided, together with a blood sample, will then be subjected to next generation sequencing of an extensive targeted panel of cancer-related genes in real time, as well as for RNA sequencing (RNAseq) performed at a central laboratory in batches. This is a commercially available panel of 411 genes ([Supplementary Figure 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which have been shown to be altered in cancer, be potential drivers of oncogenesis and/or potentially modulating the response, or lack of response, to several anticancer drugs on the market or currently under development. A specialized IT infrastructure has been developed to enable reporting of the results to clinicians. The central laboratory has documented quality assurance and quality control procedures as well as validated assay procedures in place for the matrix that will be used in the programme, with BIG conducting regular audits. Patients enrolled in AURORA will be treated as per their treating physician\'s choice, following local standard practice. In addition, patients will be given the opportunity to enter clinical trials developed by BIG or other by organisations based on the genotype of their disease. In both cases, patients enrolled in AURORA will be followed with systematic collection of clinical data and plasma and serum samples every 6 months to determine response (locally assessed) and clinical outcome end points for a period of 10 years.

The objectives of the AURORA programme are as follows: To improve our understanding of metastatic breast cancer, delineate its molecular evolution life cycle and explore intra-tumour heterogeneity through high coverage next generation sequencing of a large panel of cancer-related genes. In particular, the parallel sequencing of both primary tumours and their matched metastatic lesions will be informative about the longitudinal intra-tumour heterogeneity, since the genomic landscape of metastatic breast cancer will be compared to that of its primary precursor.To identify potential predictive biomarkers for response and resistance to commonly applied anticancer agents.To provide evidence supporting the feasibility of a global molecular screening platform for metastatic breast cancer.To identify patients with candidate driving mutations in their tumours that can be matched to biomarker-driven clinical trials.To build new therapeutic hypotheses based on findings generated by targeted gene sequencing.To determine patients\' prognosis based on the nature and number of genomic aberrations found in both tumour metastatic biopsies and archived primary tumour tissue.To correlate these genomic aberrations found in patients with the efficacy end points (response rate, progression-free survival and overall survival).

Innovative clinical trials
==========================

Downstream to the AURORA programme, BIG is launching innovative phase II clinical trials to assess emerging targeted agents in metastatic breast cancer, either as monotherapy or in combination regimens. Two different scenarios can be identified regarding these trials: Genotype-driven clinical trials, where patients will be matched to the trials according to the genotype of their disease as defined by the results of the targeted gene sequencing. These trials will be developed on the basis of *a priori* biologic assumptions about specific molecular aberrations dictating sensitivities to targeted therapeutics. In the hypothetical scenario, where two different targetable aberrations are identified, conferring eligibility to more than one clinical trials, the decision will be made by the treating physician, based on the rest of the disease characteristics, patient\'s status and comorbidities, patient\'s preferences and expected benefits, molecular characteristics, namely allelic frequency of the reported alterations.Clinically driven clinical trials (or non-genotype-driven), where the eligibility of patients to participate will depend on their clinicopathological characteristics and treatment history.

In both scenarios, within any given trial, independent approval processes will be followed with patients being required to sign a separate informed consent form than the one granting access to the AURORA programme. For each patient participating in such a trial, the AURORA molecular screening programme will generate a molecular profile. This information, coupled with the clinical outcome of the experimental treatments, will help identify biomarkers for response and/or resistance to the agents under clinical development. Moreover, a strong translational research component will be developed in a 'tailored\' manner within the separate trials to maximise the clinically relevant knowledge produced. The extensive biological material being collected will be subjected to further molecular analyses, including exploration for plasma-based mutations and detection, and molecular profiling of circulating tumour cells. These further analyses will be carried out not as part of the AURORA protocol, but in the context of subsequent translational research studies. Thus, AURORA will serve as a molecular screening filter, guiding patients with metastatic breast cancer to innovative clinical trials and accelerating the clinical development of promising targeted agents within the appropriate molecular niches of the disease.

Deeper molecular characterisation
=================================

Patients enrolled in the AURORA programme will be treated at the discretion of their treating physicians, either per standard local practice or within downstream clinical trials assessing innovative anticancer agents, as already described. In both cases, treatment history, disease status and clinical outcome data will be prospectively collected every 6 months in an electronic clinical report form that has been developed for the programme. For 'outlier\' patients, that is, those showing exceptional response or rapid progression, additional in-depth molecular characterisation will be performed on the collected biological samples. The members of the AURORA Steering Committee will identify these outlier patients; however, the following definitions will be used: 'rapid progressors\' will be initially identified as patients on first- or second-line treatment progressing within the first 3 months since its initiation. 'Exceptional responders\' will be initially identified as patients showing (nearly) complete response for a duration exceeding 1 year. In particular, paired primary and metastatic lesions as well as blood samples will be subjected to whole exome sequencing to complement the targeted gene sequencing and RNAseq. Only 'exceptional responders\' enrolled in the downstream clinical trials will be eligible for this in-depth molecular characterisation. The combination of these high-throughput molecular assessment methods should allow us to study the phenotypic changes and related signalling pathways associated with the identified mutational patterns and signatures.

Importantly, detailed dissection of the molecular characteristics of the biological samples of patients experiencing either a striking response to any given anticancer treatment or a particularly aggressive course of the disease will potentiate our ability to identify biomarkers of sensitivity or resistance to the applied therapeutics. Such retrospective molecular analyses of tumour samples derived from patients exposed to targeted therapeutics have already led to the identification of previously occult predictive biomarkers in other cancer types. A recent example is the identification of *TSC1* (tuberous sclerosis complex 1) mutations as predictors of sensitivity to everolimus for patients with metastatic urothelial cancer, since this molecular aberration was associated with significant improvement of time-to-recurrence under everolimus treatment for patients bearing these mutations as compared to their wild-type counterparts (*P*=0.001; [@bib17]). This methodology is now referred to as the 'phenotype to genotype\' example.

Expected benefits and challenges
================================

AURORA represents a large-scale, international effort aiming to improve the clinical management of metastatic breast cancer patients. The magnitude of this project entails multiple organisational, logistical and technical challenges. To address these issues, before launching AURORA, a dedicated pilot study was performed involving 30 patients from several European hospitals who provided biopsies of metastatic lesions and blood samples. After central assessment for standard biomarkers (i.e., ER/PgR/HER2), the metastatic lesions and blood samples were subjected to next generation sequencing, with the results of these analyses becoming available within a maximum of 15 working days after the receipt of samples at central laboratories. Of note, a specialised web-based IT platform was developed to manage the different activities and support the information flow required: patient registration; acquisition of data from participating hospitals and central laboratories; sample bio-tracking; reporting of molecular and pathology results to clinicians; and importantly, the automated matching of these results to the eligibility criteria of clinical trials. This platform captures baseline information about the patient\'s clinical status, the primary tumour and the biopsied metastatic lesion, as well as the patient\'s preferences, expressed in the informed consent form, regarding future re-contacting and the reporting of germline sequence variants. It also allows members of the Molecular Advisory Board to access the patients\' molecular data and to add annotations pertaining to these data, such as additional information on the clinical relevance of molecular aberrations. All this information, pathology, sequencing data and annotations, is then presented to the investigator in a secure, integrated and intuitive manner.

We expect to generate multiple layers of clinically relevant knowledge from breast cancer patients through the AURORA programme. First, the molecular characterisation of the primary tumour combined with (neo)-adjuvant treatment history and recurrence information hold the promise for hypothesis-generating findings in terms of predictive and prognostic biomarkers in early-stage disease. Second, such information coupled with the history of the disease after metastatic relapse and in particular the deeper molecular characterisation of the clinical 'outliers\' can lead to similar findings in the metastatic setting. Third, the downstream-targeted clinical trials will speed-up the successful clinical development of molecularly targeted agents in the metastatic setting. Fourth, the coupling of molecular analyses of the primary tumour and a subsequent metastatic lesion will provide insight into the temporal intra-tumour heterogeneity of breast cancer. Fifth, AURORA will generate a unique clinically and molecularly annotated database of 1300 patients with metastatic breast cancer, with an abundance of biological material stored for future research with state-of-the-art high-throughput technologies. Last, AURORA should be acknowledged as a valuable educational opportunity to familiarise treating physicians with genomics-based oncology. Through its extensive collaborative network, AURORA will expose clinicians from a large number of hospitals across Europe initially to reports containing genomic information originating from their patients. Furthermore, an open channel of communication will become available for clinicians from the participating centres with an AURORA-dedicated multidisciplinary molecular advisory board that will support the clinical interpretation of the genomic profiling results.

We expect for such a complex initiative to encounter different challenges. First, the logistic complexities underlying AURORA are such a challenge, with the small lead-in pilot study that preceded it, having offered valuable guidance. Second, the selection of the molecular profiling platform to be selected is another important issue, since there is an increasing repertoire of different options (whole genome, whole exome or sequencing of targeted panels of genes, with different platforms available for each one of them). The selection of multiplexed testing techniques over multiple individual molecular aberrations\' assessment offers the compelling advantage of interrogating multiple alterations from one sample. The final selection is based on factors related to sensitivity and specificity, tissue requirements and turn-around times to name a few. Third, the assessment of the clinical relevance of the molecular information generated by such an initiative is another challenge. In AURORA, the formation of a dedicated molecular advisory board, consisting of experts from different disciplines such as (molecular) oncology, molecular pathology, genetics and bioinformatics, is a valuable asset of the programme to this end. Fourth, ethical challenges are expected to arise for any initiative interrogating the genetic landscapes of cancer diseases, in particular in regard to the evaluation of the germline alterations that can hold significance for family members of the patients subjected to sequencing. In our programme we allow patients entering the AURORA programme to opt out from the assessment of germline variants. Finally, as with any other academic research initiative funding is a major challenge, since healthcare providers do not cover the costs of the intensive molecular profiling foreseen for AURORA.

Conclusion
==========

AURORA is an academia-driven initiative that aims to boost genomic and clinical knowledge generated from metastatic breast cancer patients. Detailed molecular profiling of breast cancer is deepening our understanding of the molecular biology underpinning this common disease, promising to lead to personalised cancer medicine ([@bib30]). Currently, there are multiple initiatives worldwide aiming to provide a detailed molecular characterisation of several types of cancer ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The goal of such initiatives is to assess the feasibility and clinical utility of genomics-based medicine, eventually establishing it in oncology. First experiences of such initiatives have been already reported, indicating feasibility of personalisation of medicine for patients with metastatic breast cancer ([@bib2]).

AURORA is an effort dedicated to metastatic breast cancer, also aiming to interrogate the intra-tumour heterogeneity of the disease through the coupled genomic analyses of both primary tumour and metastatic lesions. The clinical development of promising targeted anticancer compounds is reshaping the design of future clinical trials. Indeed, the 'one size fits all\' clinical trial design paradigm is being gradually abandoned in favour of genotype-driven clinical trials, with the realistic assumption that targeted compounds will show overt activity against tumours bearing the targeted molecular aberrations ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [@bib26]). AURORA promises to boost the successful clinical development of targeted agents through its downstream clinical trials. Overall, the AURORA programme, through its innovative design, will shed light onto the unknown areas of metastatic breast cancer, bringing clinicians several steps closer to the implementation of precision medicine for their patients.
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.

![**The AURORA study design.** Abbreviations: DCT=downstream clinical trial; MBC=metastatic breast cancer; RNASeq=RNA sequencing; TGS=targeted gene sequencing; WES=whole exome sequencing.](bjc2014341f1){#fig1}

###### Selected molecular profiling cancer initiatives

  **Programme**   **Institution**                                                                                          **Cancer type**      **Number of patients**    **Platform/technique**   **Genes assessed**                     **Tumour sample**                     **Downstream clinical trials**
  --------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------
  AURORA          Breast International Group                                                                                Breast cancer       1300                            Ion Proton             411 genes            Archival, primary and metastatic biopsy Blood                    Yes
  IMPACT          MD Anderson Cancer Center                                                                                 Solid tumours       2500                             PCR FISH           10 Genes 1 Gene                           Archival                                       Yes
  IMPACT          Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center                                                                    Solid tumours       200                                NGS                     NA                                 Archival                                        No
  IMPACT          Princess Margaret Cancer Centre                                                                       Selected solid tumours  500                               MiSeq                 25 Genes                              Archival                                        No
  MATCH           The Institute of Cancer Research/The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust                                   Breast cancer       500                                NGS                  50 Genes                          Metastatic biopsy                                  Yes
  PROFILE         Dana-Farber Cancer Insitute                                                                               Solid tumours       12 980                           OncoMap                41 Genes                              Archival                                        No
  SAFIR-01        Institute Gustave Roussy                                                                                  Breast cancer       400                         Array CGH and PCR          NA 2 genes                         Metastatic biopsy                                  Yes
  SPECTAColor     European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer                                              Colorectal cancer     600 per year                Illumina platform          360 Genes        Archival, primary (or metastatic biopsy if available)                Yes
  SPECTALung      European Thoracic Oncology Platform and European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer         Lung cancer        NA                          Illumina platform          360 Genes        Archival, primary (or metastatic biopsy if available)                Yes
  WINTHER         WIN Consortium                                                                                            Solid tumours       200                            NGS CNV CGH              NA NA NA                  Tumour and matched normal tissue                           Yes

Abbreviations: AURORA=Aiming to Understand the Molecular Aberrations in Metastatic Breast Cancer; CGH=comparative genomic hybridisation; CNV=copy number variation; FISH=fluorescent *in situ* hybridisation; NA=not available; NGS=next generation sequencing; PCR=polymerase chain reaction; SPECTALung=screening patients for efficient clinical trial access in lung cancer; WIN=Worldwide Innovative Networking; WINTHER=Worldwide Innovative Networking Therapeutics.

###### Examples of genotype-driven clinical trials in breast cancer

  **Trial**                **Phase (*****N***)   **Compound**   **Molecular mechanism of action of experimental drug**          **Type of disease**                           **Molecular aberration**
  ----------------------- --------------------- -------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
  NCT01219699                    I (200)            BYL719                         PI3Kα Inhibitor                       Solid tumours and ER-positive MBC                       *PIK3CA* mutations
  NCT01589861 (PIKHER2)        I/II (106)           BKM120                        Pan-PI3K Inhibitor                            HER2-amplified MBC                      PTEN loss and/or *PIK3CA* mutations
  NCT01277757                    II (40)            MK2206                          AKT Inhibitor                                       MBC                  *AKT* mutations and/or *PIK3CA* mutations and/or PTEN loss
  NCT01202591 (GLOW)           I/II (900)          AZD4547                          FGFR Inhibitor                                ER-positive MBC                              *FGFR1* amplification
  NCT02053636 (FINESSE)         II (123)          Lucitanib                         FGFR Inhibitor                                ER-positive MBC                              *FGFR1* amplification
  NCT01670877                    II (29)          Neratinib                Irreversible EGFR/HER2 inhibitor                   HER2 non-amplified MBC                             *ERBB2* mutations

Abbreviations: EGFR=epidermal growth factor receptor 2; ER=oestrogen receptor; FGFR=fibroblast growth factor receptor; HER2=human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; MBC=metastatic breast cancer; PI3K=phosphatidylinositide 3-kinase; PTEN=phosphatase and tensin homologue.
